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Program

• Theoretical framing

• A historic view on sustainable
development themes in DK

• Decarbonizing existing buildings

https://vbn.aau.dk/da/persons/115278

https://vbn.aau.dk/da/persons/115278
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Theoretical framing

• Niche developments (TT Theory)
• Public-private-market-collaboration
• Infrastructure vs local

sustainability: Different logics on 
different levels
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Windmills as an example on a 
technological transition, going 
from niche to regime

Tvind-møllen: Was built as a part of the “højskole”-
environment (although a Marxist one), by 
amateurs and people who had not before has tools 
in their hands (part of the Tvind-saying, “you can 
achieve whatever you want”) – but with help from 
researchers and specialists from the university. 
This had a large implication for the decision to 
abolish nuclear power – in the wake on the oil-
crisis. The specialists that were involved in the 
calculations and construction of the windmill used 
their experiences to develop the principles further 
at Risø and DTU.  
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Conflicting infrastructure logics

Local flow management might conflict with the existing infrastructure and make
grass-roots initiatives locate in places with less infrastructure

Small scale solutions in 
green buildings….

….and their conflicts with existing infrastructure systems

Solar panels and other individual 
energy sources

Local energy production (solar 
cells, wind turbines)

Waste reduction by sorting and 
composting

Local and alternative sewage
treatent methods

Water supply

CHP produces a surplus of heat in the summer, therefore local heat production is not necessary, and 
even harmful for the efficiency of the electricity production. The more households connected the 
more efficient plants. Low heating costs make savings less attractive.

Local production unstable, unable to meet consumers’ demands and difficult to integrate with existing 
networks.

Incapability to manage and exploit many different waste fractions. Instead waste incineration (“Waste 
to energy”) where waste becomes an attractive resource. 

Public sewage systems and large waste-water systems established 

Private wells and small-scale water-suppliers are met with demands on pollution control which makes 
local water supply increasingly difficult



Configurations of buildings and infrastructure: Different views 
on the management of flows

Urban context
Strong infrastructure

Rural context
Weak infrastructure

Sustainable buildingsTraditional buildings

Sustainability is defined from the 
infrastructure point of view Conflicting ideologies. Is the 

sustainable building a symbol, a  
supporter or a stranger?

No ideology on 
sustainability

The sustainable building
is self-supplying (off the 
grid)



• Environmentally sound building
• Complex problems
• Public management
• Implementation
• Demonstration project
• Civic involvement
• Gesellschaft

• Ecological building
• Problem complexes
• Urban planning
• Design
• Practical experiment
• Grass-root activity
• Gemeinschaft

Urban Ecology (Place-based) vs Environmental Management (Space-
based)

Place: All environmental tasks in one locality Space: One environmental task in all localities

Ole Michael Jensen, 1994: Urban Ecology
– or just environmental management?



Sustainable communities and local initiatives as part of a 
city and a system

• Green islands?
• Green Niches?
• Lighthouses for sustainable urban policy?
• Experimentariums and laboratories?
• …….

How do we transfer the lessons from sustainable
communities into policies for sustainable cities?



Historic trends in sustainable buildings and neighbourhoods

The first zero-energy building at the Denish
Technical University was established in 1975, 
short after the energy crisis in 1973/74. 
Initiator was professor Korsgaard who after the 
Suez-crisis in 1954 foresaw the implications of a 
future energy, and ways to come around it. 
The zero-energy houses has high degree of 
insulation, shutters, passive solar heating, solar 
panels, heat exchanging ventilation, and heat 
storage. It was followed by a serie of low-energy
houses the coming years. 
Developing those houses took place in close
collaboration with the Ministry of Energy. This 
energy research has been characcterized as a 
”closed community” (Guy and Shove, 2000) 

Zero- and low-energy buildings (1970ies)



Eco-communities (1980ies)

• Self-grown, self-built, outside larger cities, 
local management aiming at being
independent and self-sufficient (energy, food, 
water, waste, wastewater, facilities,….)

• Allows affordable housing and social mix
• Creation of local jobs and independent 

economies
• Integration of housing, jobs, local institutions, 

social cohesion
• Environmentally ambitious and experimental
• Strong inspiration from Brundtland-report in 

1986
• Grass-root driven
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Examples on the social dimension

Self-management-groups in Munksøgaard
• group for waste collection and management
• group to take care of visitors 
• café-group
• CO2-vision group
• group for social arrangements
• group for green accounts
• group for general information
• Group for IT
• Group for taking care of the shared pets
• the landscape group
• The playground group
• environmentally sound farming group
• group for managing gardens
• group for road maintenance and clearing
• waste-water group 
• toilet group
• heating group

WIMBY (Hjortshøj) 
Building dwelling for 16 mentally disabled residents 
(2013) with the aim to integrate them in the daily life in 
the community, e.g. by engaging them in the local
organic farming



Bofællesskabet 
Sol og vind (Beder)

Dyssekilde (Torup)

Andelssamfundet
(Hjortshøj)

Karise permatopia (Karise)

Friland (Djursland)

Examples on Eco-communities in DK

Munksøgård (Roskilde)

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
Integrated/holistic approach to sustainabilityFocus on communitySelf-grown, bottom-upLocal managementLocation outside cities (land price, infrastructure)



Sustainable urban regeneration (1990ies)
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• Large national investments in urban regeneration in the 1900ies
• High ambitions for including sustainability meaures
• Inspiration from eco-communities: aim for holistic sustainability approach 

with active residents 
• Consultant / subsidy-driven approach
• Focus on visibility



Normalisation of Sustainable Buildings (2000’s)

• Aim: Making sustainable buildings ‘normal’ and 
approachable for ’ordinary Danes’

• Target-group: Single-family housing owners
• Main focus on buildings – not on neighbourhoods
• Limited niche protection from market
• Municipalities become central actors, not only as 

regulators, but as initiators and facilitators
• Broad collaboration (municipalities, NGO’s, 

traditional building companies, EU) based on 
partnerships and integrated design

• Increasing use of norms and standards
• Architecture: From alternative to ‘normal’, 

‘traditional’, ‘healthy’,  ‘modern’, ‘luxurous’

“From the extraordinary to the ordinary” 
(Lærkehaven)

“Building houses for normal people” (Fremtidens
parcelhuse)

“Building traditional family houses as passive 
houses” (Comfort Houses). 



An explicit critique of the grass-roots approach

“…..there is a great need to develop modern Danish single-family houses that are 
energy-efficient and environmentally friendly. Work to develop energy-efficient and envi-
ronmentally friendly single-family housing has been carried out at the grassroots level for 
many years, while the more professional companies have focused on buildings on a 
larger scale. Interest in living in a healthy environment as well as living energy efficiently 
and environmentally soundly has meanwhile grown markedly in recent years, and for 
this reason there is an increasing need for an effort in relation to the ongoing 
professional development of industrialized building in the field of single-family housing. 
The building must offer healthy, energy-efficient and environmentally friendly housing 
which is attractive to ordinary Danes architecturally as well as financially” 

Source: Municipal program on developing sustainable single-
family houses



Normalisation in practice (the Future Single Family House 
Area, Herfølge)

”Many people think of alternative 
lifestyles when they hear we are
living in a Swan labeled house. And 
our friends are teasing us and ask 
when we are going to have a 
windmill in the garden. But because
it’s ecological, it doesn’t have to be
a straw bale house. Our house is a 
good example that you can get a 
totally ordinary house that is 
sustainable”. 

”It’s not ecology and sustainability that has 
drawn us to Herfølge. What we wanted
was a larger house” 
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• Focus: CO2-reductions, municipal climate plans, the existing housing mass
• Energy efficiency, energy retrofitting changes in energy supply
• Developing local competences on energy retrofitting seen as part of 

regional development
• Mobilizing local institutions (energy providers, craftsmen, education

institutions, banks, municipalities), creating local competence networks
• Important background: National ”energy agreement” implies saving

obligations for energy suppliers

Sustainability as re-configuration (2010s)



Institutional set-up to reach home-owners.  
Example from Frederikshavn

Energy
supplier

Municipality

SME’s

Energy 
consultant

BankEducation
institutions

National 
Energy 
Agency

Standard Value Cataloge



Energy City, Frederikshavn

• Raising awareness amongst home-
owners on energy retrofitting (e.g. 
Energy exhibition and energy magasine
e+)

• Collaboration with local energy supplier
to finance an energy consultant, 
contacting home-owners directly

• Re-education of local craftsmen and 
SME’s on energy issues

• Convincing local banks to finance home-
owners energy retrofitting

• Background / ambition:
• Settlement strategy
• Promotion of Energy City
• Creating local jobs
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HusetsEnergi.dk, Ringkøbing-Skjern

• Cooperation with private company
(ScanEnergi) to implement energy
savings in private households (100 on 
a year)

• Home owners run energy check on 
web-page

• Are contacted by energy consultant

• Creation of local jobs important
parameter



Reconfiguration in an urban setting: 
2100.nu, Copenhagen

• Agenda center network
with external partners

• Free energy check and 
saving options for 
building owners

• Courses and tours
• Spin-off from initiatives

(collaboration between
energy provider and 
house owners)
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Challenge: Outreach to many home-owners?
Reported energy savings in different settings

Several uncertainties of documentation: DIY, no submitting of 
documentation, behavioural effects, initiatives were completed anyway
(additionality) etc.



Recent policies for sustainable buildings
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• National strategy for sustainable buildings (2021) – focus on circular economy, 
introduction on mandatory LCA-calculation for new buildings

• Government initiatives on how to become independent from Russian oil and gas 
(19th april 2022), by converting energy sources from gas to heat pumps or district
heating

• https://kefm.dk/aktuelt/nyheder/2022/apr/danmark-skal-vaere-groennere-og-
uafhaengig-af-gas-fra-rusland

• Financial support to meet heat poverty

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
Knowledge center for buildings climateimplication Promoting EPD’sContinous development of LCA calculation toolPromote re-use of constructionsEnhance cost-effective energy retrofitting of buildings

https://kefm.dk/aktuelt/nyheder/2022/apr/danmark-skal-vaere-groennere-og-uafhaengig-af-gas-fra-rusland


Perspectives
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• De-carbonisation of buildings important as ever
• Challenge: Outcomes of energy retrofitting? Re-bound effect? Users?
• Main attention had moved from energy efficiency towards circular economy

and energy conversion
• Is there a role for the local level / grass-roots initiatives?
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